E-Workshop Outbrief & Wrap-up

March 26, 2020
Activities and accomplishments

• Review of CPG Adoption Capability Maturity Model comment reconciliation
• Created outline for associated CPG Adoption Playbook
• Discussed need for metrics
• Discussed opportunities for community response to COVID - 19

Next steps

• Distribute CMM for broader review and reconcile comments
• Workgroup members will sign up to author Adoption Playbook sections
• Create first draft of Playbook for Orlando meeting

Issues/Concerns – need to ensure artifacts created by workgroups are complementary to each other and to the Field Guide.
Activities and accomplishments

• 1 Focused engagement by all to harmonize 2020 definition of success, revised and received consensus on priorities
• 2 Decided that the step by step guide will be a best practice guide detailing the “why” and “how” to build a business case
  for the use of BPM+Health methods for workflow optimization and problem solving. Developed an initial outline.
• 3 Reviewed and revised the integrated view of workgroup collaboration, inputs and outputs
• 4 Grow the community, engage/enroll 2 medical societies and/or associations, encouraging each of these to contribute content, in the form of a clinical policy, guideline, pathway, and/or protocol to the shared library. Expand internationally.

Next steps

• 1 Provide access to Google Drive and Trello workspace to all participants, update collaborative workspace
• 2 Schedule monthly workgroup calls (next month) and “scrum” type leadership calls (next week)
• 3 Develop with other workgroup leadership a process for collaboration
• 4 Assign responsibility for deliverables based on participant interest
• 5 Finalize KPIs

Issues/Concerns

• Continued sense of “urgency” and engagement by a core team, with frequent leadership checkpoints
• Attendees double/triple booked due to sessions running concurrently

© 2020 Object Management Group
Activities and accomplishments
• 1 Review of Provenance & Pedigree Model and Notation (PPMN)
• 2 Review of Situational Data Model and Notation (SDMN)
• 3 Review of BPM+ Knowledge Package Model and Notation (KPMN)
• 4 Discussion of potential BPM+ response for Covid-19 Virus

Next steps
• 1 Continue work on specifications (Goal: finish all 3 by December 2020)
• 2 Conference call next week to discuss OMG standards process for SDMN

Issues/Concerns
• 1 OMG process requirements/politics around submitting new specifications (SDMN)
Activities and accomplishments

• 1 – Reinvigorated WG through a review of last year’s activities and establishing targets for the coming year
• 2 – Identified several new organizations who have solutions/interest in supporting the efforts of the WG
• 3 – Clarified the goals and next steps for the WG

Next steps

• 1 – Establish a running set of formal working sessions (monthly/bi-weekly)
• 2 – Detail and test proposed modeling approaches for implementability
• 3 – Provide findings & recommendations back to other BPM+ Health WGs for inclusion into their activities
• 4 – Develop baseline Implementation guide (including reference architecture and reference implementation) for practitioners

Issues/Concerns

• Need to delineate between the provider and consumer of models – can’t overburden the producer of the model to know all the implementation details (including those listed above). However, the model needs to include enough info for a consumer of the model to faithfully implement it as software and automate the PIM to PSM process where possible.
Activities and accomplishments

• 1. Launched the APE Committee on March 25, 2020
• 2. Focus on academic education for MDs, RNs, HIM, PH, Researchers, IT; and professional development with professional associations (certification), health organizations, public health agencies, standards development organizations, etc.
• 3. Tasks to define Who, What, How to teach and Who will teach (assess existing programs/courses, competencies, reference implementation toolkit, train the trainer, etc.)

Next steps

• 1. Bi-weekly Calls – Tuesdays 2-3pm ET starting 4/14
• 2. Sign for the APE Committee at https://www.bpm-plus.org/working-groups/sign-up-form.htm
• 3. Develop a APE Roadmap document thru 2020 and beyond
• 4. Cross-collaboration with other BPM+ Communities
Helpful Information for Next Steps

• Become a member of BPM+ Health
  • https://www.bpm-plus.org/membership

• Join Working Groups of your choice and we’ll subscribe you to email
  • https://www.bpm-plus.org/working-groups

• Check out our schedule of public events
  • https://www.bpm-plus.org/events

• Casual observer? (and members!) Click “Join Mailing List” at the bottom of the BPM+ Health website for general announcements and updates